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Melbourne Art Festival Flamingo 5K — 4/25/15— Melbourne 

Runners Fly at Flamingo 5K 

o ne of the largest 5k races in Brevard, the 28th Annual Melbourne Art Festival 5K Fla-
mingo Run/Walk was held Saturday, April 25th at 7:30am. This event kicked off the 

annual Melbourne Art Festival and featured the famous Melbourne Causeway in its course.  The 
race featured over 800 runners/walkers and all the proceeds went to the promotion and encourage-
ment of artistic endeavors, appreciation and education in Brevard.   

Flying fast in first place for the men was Jonathan Campbell with 16:46. Following was Tyler 
Roberts in second (17:42) and Eric Kieffer in third (17:44). The females were fierce as well with 
Amanda Beach coming in at 19:26, and she is only 16! Falling shortly behind was Lauren Helton with 
19:54 and Sophia Lockerby with 20:47. These runners were fearless defeating the Melbourne 
Causeway and scoring fast 5K times!  

The race offered an amazing after party where participants could snack on fruits, breads, and 
sandwiches. Participants were even offered complimentary beer after the race! Awards were also 
provided to top three in the age group, overall and masters as well as door prizes raffled. Timmy Vee 
was even there playing everyone’s favorite tunes. It was sunny, plenty of art to pick and purchase, 
and the crowd very amiable at the 5K. Mark your calendars and come on down for running and some 
art.  

For a complete 5K race results, click here. Race report by Michele Au. Race photos courtesy of Doug Carroll. 

http://runningzone.com/event_results
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    Melbourne Art Festival Flamingo 5K — continued 

Top Left: Three K’s represent one, two and three in the women’s 30—34 age group. Kimberly Ascroft (2334), Kristen 

Klein (1590) and Kimberly Flynn (2183). 

Top Right: Rhonda Creek flashes the peace sign to photographer, Doug Carroll as she races by. 

Bottom: A pack of runners take the turn at the start of the race. 


